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What is electroretinogram

Molecular basis of membrane potentials

Retinal circuitry and biochemical bases of major ERG waves

Some questions to think about

Recommended readings:
“Neuroscience” by Alan Longstaff

Sections B, C, D, G 
“Principles and Practice of Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision”

by Heckenlively & Arden
Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12



Light stimulation evokes electrical current

“The Electroretinogram” by  John Armington 1974



Examples of electroretinogram

The first ERG



Dynamics of membrane potentials:
the molecular basis of electrophysiology 



Intracellular recording is a basic way to 
directly measure membrane potentials of a cell

“Neuroscience” Longstaff, 2005



Resting membrane potentials and polarization 

Resting potential (polarization): 
The membrane potentials when a cell not 
stimulated. 
Expressed as inside relative to outside (the 
outside is taken to be zero)
-60~-90 mV (polarized)

The plasma membrane acts as a capacitor to
Store energy in the electrostatic field.

Depolarization:
The reduction of membrane potential (the 
inside gets less negatively charged).

Hyperpolarization:
The inside of a cell gets more negative.

The concentrations of different ions on each 
side are different. 

“Neuroscience” Longstaff, 2005



Energy is used to establish membrane potentials

sodium-potassium exchange pump. 
Use ATP to exchange ions.
3 Na+ going out, and 2 K+ coming in
Higher Na+ concentration in the extracellular space.
Higher K+ concentration in the intracellular space. The membrane is permeable to K+.
Generate a cross membrane electric potential: positive outside, and negative inside. 



Membrane potential regulation: 
Selective permeability, diffusion force, and electrostatic force

Membrane permeability is regulated by ligand-gated or voltage-gated ion channels:
- Selective for specific ions
- Transient activation

“Neuroscience” Longstaff, 2005



An action potential is the consequence of the temporary opening of 
the Na+ and K+ channels 



Voltage-dependent sodium channels

Glycoproteins
Closed, at resting potentials
Threshold depolarization => confirmation changes => channel open
Take 10 µs to open
Remain open for 0.5 ~ 1 ms   =>   6,000 Na+ to cross the channel
A few channels open => further depolarization => other channels open

=> action potential

Closed           Open          Inactivated (closed, absolute refractory period)          Closed



Voltage-dependent potassium channels

Delayed outward rectifier (the opening of K+ channels lags behind Na+ ones) 

Closed   Open (relative refractory period)    Inactivated    Closed

Tombola et al., Annu Rev Cell Dev Biol. 2006;22:23-52. 



Propagation of an action potential
0.5 - 2 m/second

“Neuroscience” Longstaff, 2005



Saltatory conduction of action potential
7 -100 m/second

•Action potential is triggered at the axon hillock

•Reduced amount of charge stored across
the membrane => less time to depolarize it.

•Only the nodes of Ranvier are to be activated
=> action potentials jump from node to node.



Relay of electrical signals via neurotransmitters 
at the synapses 

Synaptic vesicle

Neurotransmitter

Reuptake 
pump

Voltage-gated
Ca++ channel

Postsynaptic density

Receptor Synaptic cleft

Axon 
terminal

Dendrite

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurotransmitter



Various neurotransmitters

“Neuroscience” Longstaff, 2005



Ionotropic receptors

Ionotropic receptors (ligand-gated ion channel receptors):
opened or closed in response to the binding of a chemical messenger
ion-selective channels
binding of neurotransmitters directly affects the ionic permeability



Metabotropic receptors
Affect ion channels indirectly,
By way of a cascade of events, which takes more time to turn on or off
Second messengers diffuse in the cell => receptor action not confined to synapses
Long lasting effects, may also affect gene expression.

Metabotropic receptors:
binding of neurotransmitter => 

activate G-protein =>
regulated ionic permeability



Excitatory postsynaptic potentials

Release of excitatory neurotransmitters (such as glutamate)  => 
open of cation channels  =>  Depolarization



Inhibitory postsynaptic potentials

Release of inhibitory neurotransmitters (such as GABA, glycine) => 
open of  Cl- channels => 
Move to chloride equilibrium => 
hyperpolarization



Inactivation of neurotransmitters

Enzymatic degradation

Transportation 

Diffusion



Cellular layers of the retina



ON and OFF Pathways

Hardline and Granit shared the 1967 Nobel prize 
in physiology and medicine for the first electrical
recording of light responses from individual 
ganglion cells of the vertebrate retina. 

Ragnar GranitHaldan Hartline



Rod and Cone Pathways



Phototransduction



Dark current, light-evoked hyperpolarization, and glutamate reduction



Photoreceptors are responsible for the a-Wave

-mainly associate with photoreceptors
-also has some postreceptoral contributions

-scotopic: dark adapted a-wave <= mainly by rods

-photopic: light adapted (rod-saturating) a-wave <= mainly by cones

-a-wave <= suppression of dark current of photoreceptors

-postreceptoral contributions to certain amplitude of the a-wave 





The ON and OFF pathways are decided by the types of 
glutamate receptors of bipolar cells



Rods  =>  rod ON bipolar cell
Cones => both ON and OFF cone bipolar cells



b-wave <= depolarization of ON bipolar cell
hyperpolarization of OFF bipolar
hyperpolarization of horizontal cells

APB:   blocks mGluR6 receptor
eliminate light-evoked 
depolarization of ON bipolar cells

PDA:   blocks ionotropic glutamate receptor
eliminate hyperlolarizing of  OFF bipolar      
cells  and inhibitory feedback from horizontal  
cells



ON and OFF systems and center-surround organization



Lateral inhibition by horizontal cells



C-Wave

Composed of two subcomponents:
a corneal negative by the neural retina 

slow PIII, by Muller cells
fast component: the trailing edge of the a-wave

a corneal positive by the RPE

The RPE subcomponent is usually larger => positive c-wave

Both components are caused by the light-evoked increase of [K+]o.

Evidence:
1. intravenous sodium iodate => poison of the RPE =>

abolish corneal positive component of c-wave
2. isolated retina => only corneal negative c-wave
3. isolated retina with intact RPE attached=>

regular c-wave
4. Abolish K+ conductance => abolish both components
5. Knockout of K channel in Muller => lose of slow PIII.



d-Wave

-A positive-going defection in the ERG at light offset.

- largely contributed by depolarization of OFF bipolar cells. 

- Positive going offset of the late photoreceptor potential



Questions to think about

1. What are the limitations and advantages of ERG as a diagnostic tool? 

2. Is a-wave more helpful than c-wave in pinpointing the pathological 
sites of the retina?


